Process Controlled Workflow

News
The analysis tool for process controlled workflow is released with support package 8 of SRM 713. Read the following page for details:
Workflow Analysis Tool for Process Controlled Workflow

The following diagram depicts the working of the Process Controlled workflow:

- Different than Application Controlled Workflow, in Process Controlled Workflow the configured process is in control over the process flow, not the application itself.
- The BRF (Business Rule Framework) is a set of rules that you can use to carry out evaluations. You can also use it to determine whether certain rules are applicable for the fields of a document. The BRF is used in SAP SRM to evaluate process schemas and to validate process levels. You can define events, expressions, groups in the BRF Workbench (transaction BRF).
- Event READY_FOR_WORKFLOW will trigger main SRM approval process template WS40000014.
- Event READY_FOR_RELEASE will not start any workflow for the document, the awaiting approval status will be closed.
- Please check the following page for more information about Process Controlled workflow:
  Click here to read detailed information about Process Controlled Workflow

Troubleshooting Guides

Page: HANDLE_PROCESS_FINISHED debugging guide
Page: Creating and using Multiple Decision Sets
Page: Workitem is not returning to the requester when document is fully rejected
Page: Displaying the application log of BRF trace for a wrong process schema or level evaluation
Page: Workflow Analysis Tool for Process Controlled Workflow
Debugging Tips

- How to see the evaluated process schema and levels while editing a document
- Approver determination with the BAdI: /SAPSRM/BD_WF_RESP_RESOLVER - Debugging guide
- HANDLE_PROCESS_FINISHED debugging guide

Customizing Tips

- Process Level Configuration Badi usage — How system works regarding Badi BD_WF_PROCESS_CONFIG usage - SRM 7.0
- Process controlled workflow basic description — overview
- Adding Reviewers in Workflow — BAdI usage
- Agent Determination in Workflow — BAdI usage
- Creating and using Multiple Decision Sets
- Workitem is not returning to the requester when document is fully rejected